Buying the work of a lesser known
artist often is risky business. Art
industry professionals discuss the
"-1

merits of investing in emerging
artists, and who to watch now.
BY LOLA THELIN

sk any art de\ otee—there are few acti\ities as exciting
as entering a galler}' with the intention of expanding
your art portfolio. Discovering the next piece is like
love at first sight, an experience only another art col
lector can truly understand and respect.
For many collectors, it's easier to purchase artwork from an already
well-established artist, or a recognized figure like Pablo Picasso or
Francesco Clemente. In\-esting in artwork by a lesser known artist re
quires due diligence, a stomach for risk and a healthy dose of instinct.
"Some collectors want to feci that their investments arc protect

ed, that there is a history and a track record in the secondary mar
ket or at auction," explains Fran Kaufman, director of palmbeach3
contemporary art fair. "Emerging artists rarely have that kind of
history, which makes some collectors feel less secure. My feeling is
that if you respond to an artwork, and can afford it, take a chance,
bring it home and enjoy living with it."
Then there arc the terminologies. What is an emerging artist?

Who decides when an artist is no longer emerging? What is the
difference between established and emerging?

"There are a lot of definitions [of an emerging artist] depending
on one's point of view—the artist, dealer, curator, educator and in
stitution, the business or collecting perspective and even location,"

says Kaufman. "To keep it simple, 1 would say it is someone in the
cc«'
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early stages of their career, often—^but not necessarily—young, who

has less than 10 years of exhibition history without

works with oil on canvas, is known for restrained

having yet developed a solid reputation as an artist,

and blurred paintings of sides and fields. "She starts
out by creating a wash, so she starts dark, goes light
and then goes dark again. It's a technique of the old
masters. It's layer upon layer but it's very thick until
she builds up a very lovely substantial feeling within
the depths of color," explains Borynack.

and who has attracted some attention from a gallery,
collector, art writer or curator."

Most gallery owners agree that emerging artists fit
the following criteria: They ha\'e received critical ac
claim and exhibited; they arc establishing themselves
as strong artists; and they are selling works from a few
thousand to $50,000, although price points can differ.
"The term emerging artists has so many opinions
and so many different connotations," says James Borynack, chairman and CEO of Wally Rndlay Galleries

International, who represents artists with a strong
growth period. "[Our artists] have been recognized,
they have been exhibited, they have been critiqued
and they are well-known."

One of the many artists represented by Wally
l-indlay Galleries is landscape painter Mary Sipp-

Green. Bom in 1947, Sipp-Grcen, who traditionally
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Sipp-Green's works of softly washed lands have
sold for $15,000 to $50,000, depending on the size of

the canvas. "In the future, 1 sec her work probably be
ing more successful than she is today because of her

subject matter and of the tranquility of the work,"
says Borynack. "She captures the landscape in an un
encumbered way ... a very misty, romantic manner.

When you live with her paintings or see her paintyou always feel this tremendous sense of tran

quility. There's a great .sense of silence in them."
Another landscape painter to look for is William

R. Davis, represented by Meghan Candler Galleiy in
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Vero Beach. "He's called the new American Lumi

nous, and he has a very nineteenth-century approach
to painting with an emphasis on coastal paintings,"
says gallery owner Meghan Candler. Davis currently
is selling almost 90 percent of what he produces in a
year. An 8 x 10-inch canvas will go for $5,500, and a
large commission could fetch up to $37,500.
Davis' works arc oil-based and capture the se
rene light of sunrise or sunset on the water. "This
is where the luminous part comes in," Candler says.
"His paintings have a quality of light in them that is
exquisite. They almost have an inner light source. Ev
erybody is enthralled by them, no matter what their
taste in art is."

At the Galerie Adler Bcrtin-Toublanc in Miami,

owner Armelle Toublanc Cohen is representing Liu
Bolin, a young artist based in Beijing. While both a

photographer and sculptor, Bolin is best known and
admired for his photographic series. "His photography

is like a performance. It's his place in the Chinese soci
ety and his way of seeing life," explains Cohen.

i lis works e\"plorcs human nature, China's social and
political transition,and the countr)''semcipngrolcin the
world. Bolin, bom in 1973, features himself in his photog

raphy. In each piece, which sells for around .$12,000, he
blends himself into the surroundings like a camouflage
effect. Bolin's fiberglass and metal sculptures, which
sell for around $14,000, also are politically inspired. A

sculpture of six headless men with red hands syTnbolizes the people of China going blindly forward with a lot
of ambition but without reflection, while a sculpture of a

gigantic red fist represents power and the Chinese gov
ernment. "His creativity is the reason why he has such
big success with collectors," cxpLains Cohen.

Yujcl Akdeniz, president of West Palm Beach's Pres
ent Global Art Galler); represents two \ibrant artists,

mainly collected by a younger crov\'d. Matt Godwin's
cartoonish paintings reflect an active and cynical mind.
Since Godwin graduated from high school in 2006, the
price of his work, which started at about $300, has
more than quadrupled and reached $5,000.
"You look at his drawings or paintings, and you're
first shocked and then fascinated by them," says Ak
deniz. "He questions religion, social issues, individu

al lives. He has the ability of showing the ugly side of
the human being by deforming their look."
Mark Millene's paintings, which sell for $20,000 to
$25,000, feature a more spiritual category drenched
in incandescent abstract colors. "He is fascinated by

sec a movement in his paintings."

While these artists and their work may not imme
diately ele\ate an art collection in value, many dealers
stress that it is still important to buy from these artists.

"[These artists] arc aware of what is in the air,"
says Kaufman. "Supporting them enables them to
keep working—both the financial support and the

the life in New York City, and the energy that he feels

positive reinforcement are important."
"The best advice 1 can give collectors of any kind is

from the cit)' life is reflected in his paintings," says

always to buy \shat you lo\'e, and to spend what you

Akdeniz. "They are unbelievably strong. You always

are comfortable spending," adds Candler. ♦
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